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Abstract: The univariate rror formulas for Pad6 approximants and rational interpolants, which are repeated in
Section 2, are generalized to the multivariate case in Section 4. We deal with "general order" multivariate Pad~ 
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1. The multivariate rational interpolation problem 
We shall often restrict our description to the bivariate case for the sake of notational 
simplicity although we use the term multivariate. Let a bivariate function f be known in the 
points (x i, yj) ~ C 2 with (i, j )  E I, a finite subset of N 2, playing the role of index set. If none of 
the points in {(xi, Yj)}ti,j)~t coincides, then we are dealing with a rational interpolation 
problem and the values in {fij}(i.j) EI are function values. If all the interpolation points 
coincide, then the problem is one of Pad6 approximation and it is well known that the given data 
are not function values but Taylor coefficients. If some of the points coincide and some do not, 
then the problem is of a mixed type and it is called a Hermite interpolation problem or a 
Newton-Pad6 approximation problem. In [3] is indicated how one should interpret he data ~j: 
some of them are partial derivatives and some of them are function values. In the sequel of the 
text we shall distinguish, when necessary, between the Pad6 approximation case, where all the 
interpolation points coincide, and the Newton-Pad6 aplSroximation case, where this is not so. 
With our data points (xi, yj) we construct he polynomial basis functions 
i--1 j - -1 
Bij(x,  Y )= 1-I (x -  Xk) I-I (Y - -Yt ) .  
k=0 1=1 
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The problem of interpolating the data f~j by a bivariate rational function was formulated in [3] 
as follows. Choose finite subsets N (from "Numerator") and D (from "Denominator") of N 2 
with N c I and compute bivariate polynomials 
p(x, y) = E a i jB i j (x ,  Y), #N= n + 1, 
(i, j)~N (la) 
q(x, y)= ~_, b, jBij(x, y), #O=m+ l, 
(i, j)eD 
such that 
( fq-p)(x, ,  yj)=O, (i, j )~ I ,  # I=n+m+l .  (lb) 
If q(xg, yj) 4= 0, then this last condition implies that 
P(x i, yj), (i, j )~ l .  f(xi, Yj)= ~ 
If some of the x; and yj coincide, then also higher partial derivatives of ( fq -p )  will cancel at 
(xi, yj) and higher partial derivatives of f will agree with those of p/q at (x i, yj) [3]. The 
following two conditions for the polynomials given in (la) are sufficient o satisfy (lb), both in 
the Pad6 and Newton-Pad6 approximation case [3]: 
( fq -p) (x ,  y)= ~_, dijBij(x , y), (2a) 
(i,j)EN2\I 
I satisfies the inclusion property, (2b) 
where the series development (2a) is still formal and where (2b) means that, when a point (i, j )  
belongs to I, all the points in the rectangle emanating from the origin with (i, j )  as its 
furthermost comer belong to I. How this can be achieved in a lot of situations is explained in [3]. 
From now on we restrict ourselves to finite interpolation sets I satisfying this inclusion property. 
The series development (2a) is not only formal, but also involves undefined interpolation points. 
More precisely, it has to be interpreted as an accuracy-through-order condition. The rest of the 
paper is devoted to obtain usable formulas for ( fq-p)(x,  y). 
2. The univariate error formulas 
Let the polynomials p(z) and q(z) solve the univariate (n, m) Pad6 approximation problem 
for a function f(z) with z ~ C and let the function (fq)(z) be holomorphic in the disk B(0; O) 
with center 0 and radius p. Then we know that for I z I < P 
( fq -p) (z )  = ~ dN i. (3) 
i>~n+m+l 
The series ( fq -p ) (z )  can be expressed by Cauchy's integral formula as 
1 fl ( fq-p)(W)dw, (fq-p)(z)=-~--~ wl=p w-z  
with its Taylor coefficients given by 
dJ(fq-p)(O) j! { ( fq -p) (w)  dw. 
dzJ = ~ JI wl =p wJ+l 
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With (3) in mind and knowing that the degree of p is at most n, Cauchy's integral formula for 
the rest series (3) reads [1, p.250] 
1 / (z)n+m+l(fq)(W)dw.- (4) 
(fq-p)(z)=-~--~ wl=p w-  z 
From (3) we also know that for I z [ < lo 
I ( fq-P) (z) l  ~< sup 
w~[0,zl 
sup 
w~[O,z] 
I z I n+m+l  
I(fq-P)<"+"+'(w)l (n + m + 1)! 
iz l~ +m+l 
I(fq)<"+'+l)(w) l (n + m + 1)!" (5) 
Let the polynomials p(z) and q(z) solve the univariate (n, m) Newton-Pad6 approximation 
problem for a function f(z) and for interpolation points z 0 . . . .  , Z,+m. Let the function (fq)(z) 
be holomorphic in the disk B(O; lo) with center 0 and radius lo, containing the interpolation 
points. Then for I z I < lo 
i--1 
(fq-p)(z) = E d,B,(z), B,(z) = I-I (z- z,). (6) 
i>~n+m+ l k=O 
The rest series can still be given by an integral formula [2, p.121] 
1_~_( B,,+m+l(z)(fq)(w)_dw, (7) 
( fq -p ) (z )  = 2~ri Jlwl=,B,+m+~(w)(w_ z) 
which is based on Hermite's formula for the divided differences d~, namely 
( fq-p)[zo, . . . ,z ,+ m, z] =(fq)[z o . . . . .  Zn+m,  Z] 
1 / (fq)(w) 
= "~-~ wl=oBn+m+l(w)(w- z) dw" 
The majorant for this error is given by [5, p.5] 
I (8) I ( fq-p)(z) l~< sup I(fq)<"+m+l)(w)l (n+m+l) !  " 
Iwl~<p 
We shall now develop multivariate analogons of the formulas (4) and (7). 
3. Tools from multivariate complex analysis 
Let the multivariate function f ( z l , . . . ,  zp) be given in the polydisc B(0; 01 . . . . .  Op) = 
{(Zl,.. . ,  zp) ~ CP: I zil < loi, i = 1 . . . .  , p} with center 0 and polyradius (lo1 . . . . .  lop). A multi- 
variate function f(zl, . . . ,  zp) holomorphic in the polydisc B(0; lo1 . . . . .  10p) is now given by the 
following Cauchy integral form [4] 
f(z  . . . .  , z , )= 
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and its Taylor series coefficients are given by 
(ia)!'"(iP)! fl f(wl'""WP) dWl" ' -dwp.  0il+ --. +i,f i"-1 " -  ~ (0,. . . ,0)~---  ~ . . . .  ,p''~l 
oXl . . .  Ox-,,, i i ; i )  7 w,~=p, Wl . . .w  i, 
For f(zl,..., Zp) bounded in the polydisc by 
If(z1 . . . .  ,zp) l~M, (Zl . . . .  ,Zp)~B(O; p~,. . . ,pp),  
we also have [4] 
0i1+ ... +ipf M ( i l ) : " " "  ( ip) !  
,~ - - - ~ (o , . . . ,o )  ~ 
Oxl . . .0%.  o'i d." 
The Taylor coefficients of f(zl,..., Zp) are limit values of its divided differences 
i[Zl~0,, z , i , ,~  [40,  z;,q • ' ' ,  1 J " ' ,  , 
when we let all the data points (zl (°) . . . .  , zp(°)), (z1(1),..., Zp (1)) . . . .  coincide in the origin. The 
divided differences for a data set satisfying the inclusion property (2b), are recursively computed 
by [7] 
: [,~0, .... z~,,, l . . .  [ z,,O, , . . . ,  z;., ] 
~-~-{f[z1 (0 ' , ' ' ' ,  Z("']  " '"  [ Z ( , , , ' ' ' ,  ~k"'/k--1), Z(kik,] . . .  [Z(0 ' , . . . ,  Z(',,] 
- - f  [z(10, . . . . .  Z(li')] "" • [Zk(0),..., Z(k ik-2), Zk(/k--a)] . . .  [Zp (0, . . . .  , Z(pip)]} 
X {Z(k ik, -- Z(k O) }--1, 
k=l,...,p, 
with 
:[,1,,,]... [4,,] =:(z;,, . . . .  , . ; , , ) ,  
and they can still be given by Hermite's formula applied to each of the variables successively, 
namely [2, p.149] 
:[,;0, ..... ,1",'l--. [z;0,,....z;,.,] 
1 P . . . . . . . .  L aWl...aw,, i=o Bi l+l  ..... ie+l(W 1 . . . .  , Wp) 
where the polydisc B(0; Pl , . . - ,  Pc) contains the interpolation points occurring in the divided 
difference. In what follows we shall treat, without loss of generality, the bivariate case. The 
reader is asked not to confuse the complex number i with the index i. 
4. The multivariate error formulas for Pad~ approximants: first approach 
In order to generalize expression (4) for general interpolation sets I c N 2, we  divide the index 
set N2\ I  of the rest series (2a) in three parts, called a "vertical" part, a "horizontal" part and a 
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Fig. 1. 
"mixed" part. For each of the three parts the infinite sums can be replaced by a finite number of 
contributions which can easily be majorized, thus establishing multivariate error formulas. Let us 
now first describe how to "divide and conquer". Choose a point (i c, Jc) along the border of I 
which will keep the "horizontal" and "vertical" parts separated from each other by the "mixed" 
part, and write 
V= {(i, j) lO<~i <ic} t~(N2\I), 
H={(i, j) IO<...j<jc} A(N2\I) ,  
M={(ic+k, jc+l) lk, l>~O}, 
( fq-p)(x,  y)= E duxiY j
(i,j)EN2\I 
= E duxiY j + E duxiY j + E duxiY j. (9) 
(i,j)~ V (i,j)EH (i,j)EM 
Remember that all interpolation points coincide when dealing with Pad6 approximants. Without 
loss of generality we let them coincide in the origin. It is clear that the set V consists of vertical 
half-lines containing indices from N2\ I ,  that the set H consists of horizontal half-lines 
containing indices from N2\ I  and that M is merely a translation of N 2 over (ic, Jc). Each of 
the vertical and horizontal half-lines have an origin along the border of I and the number of 
vertical and horizontal lines is finite (see Fig. 1). 
For the indices (i, j )  on a vertical half-line in V, the coefficient du of the rest series is given 
by 
1 a~+J(fq-p) (0, O) du = i!j! axT Oy] 
j! ayJ i[ ax i
- 1 fl 1 a~(fq-p)(x'v) I dv, 
i!(2~ri) olfp2vJ+] ax-~ x~o 
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and analogously on a horizontal half-line in H, 
1 O++J(fq-p) (0, O) 
diJ = itjt ~x i ~y) 
_ 10 i  (10 J ( fq -p ) ) (O ,O ) 
it Ox i j !  Oy7 
_ 1 ( 10 J ( fq -p )Cu ,  y) du. 
J, ui+ l 7 jt(2,rri) ul=o, OY J y=0 
Since N c I and (i, j )  in Vt3 H lie outside I, we can replace ( fq -p )  in the above expressions 
by ( fq)  since no terms of p will survive the differentiation to contribute to do.. Let us denote the 
origin of a vertical half-line by (i, Ji) with 0 ~< i < i c and the origin of a horizontal half-line by 
(ij, j )  with 0 <j <Jc. Finally we obtain from (9) 
ic-1 1 ( xiy j' oiCfq)(x, V) 
( fq -p ) (x ,  Y)= i=~o itC2-~ri) JIol=.o-,vJ'Cv-y) Ox7 do x~O 
jc-1 1 ( x6yJ OJ(fq)(u' Y) du 
+ E j!(2rri------) a I u6(u-x )  Oy ] j=O ul =ol y=0 
+ (~i)2ful =olf. l =02(x)ic (y)'+ (fq)(u,v) (u_x)Cv_y)dUdv.  (10) 
Using Fubini's and Taylor's theorem, formula (10) can be rewritten as 
ic-y.+'J. 1 i ~ OJ' ~i(fq) 
( fq -p ) (x ,  y) = "-o ~xy  'Oyj, Ox 7 (0, 
i= 
jc-1 1 . 0 i, OJ(fq) 
+ E - - " ' -  . (+.],o) l=o ij!jtx y OxO Oy j 
I f (~) ic 1 ( I f  (y ) ,c ( fq ) (u ,v )  ) 
+ ~ ul=o, (u x-------) ~ o1=o2 v (v -y )  dv du 
ic--1 
:,,~o= ~xiyj'." Oy"O" Oi(fT_qi)_~ (0, .i) 
jc-1 1 . . O0 aJ(fq) 
+ E x ' ,y , -  : (+j,o) j=o i / j !  OM, Oy J
1 fl (xl ic 1 1 yj OJc(fq) 
+~-4i u~=.~u] (u-x) Jet Oy,~ (u, ~)du 
= E xiy , -. Oi(fq):. (0, rli) 
i=0  • "" Oy J' OX' 
jc-1 1 0', oJ(fq) 
+ E x',y, - o) j=o iflj! Ox6 Oy J
1 ~ Jc a*c+Jc(fq) +~x y ~--, - - (~ ,  ~), tc.Jc. Ox + Oy J" 
with +, +j ~ [0, x] and ~/, 7/i ~ [0, y] for i -- 0 . . . .  , i c and j -- 0 ..... Jc. 
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5. The multivariate error formulas for Newton-Pad~ approximants 
In order to generalize xpression (7) for general interpolation sets I c N 2 we again divide the 
index set N2\I of the rest series (2a) in three parts, called a "vertical" part, a "horizontal" part 
and a "mixed" part. From (2a) we can write 
(fq-p)(x, y)= ~_, dijB,j(x , y) 
(i,j)¢~1%12\1 
E dijBij(x, Y) + E dijBij(x, Y) + E dijBij(x, Y)" 
(i,j)~ V (i, j)~H (i,j)EM 
(11) 
Each vertical half-line from V originates in an index (i, j~) with 0 ~< i < i c and each horizontal 
half-line from H originates in an index (i j, j) with 0 <j <Jc. Hence the contribution to the rest 
series from V can be rewritten as 
ic-1 0o 
~_, dijBij(x, Y)= y" Bi(x ) ~., dijBj(y) 
(i,j)E V i=0  j=j, 
ic--1 
E Bi (x ) ( fq - -p ) [Xo  . . . . .  Xi ] [Yo , ' " ,  Yj,- l ,  y]Bj,(y) 
ic-1 1 Bi,.~(x, Y) 
Analogously for the contribution from H 
~_, dijBij(x, Y)= 
(i, j)~H 
( fq ) [x  o . . . . .  x,] [v]  do. 
v-y  
JC -1  oO 
E Bj(y) E dijBi(x) 
j=O i=iy 
jc--1 
E Bj(Y)(fq-p)[Xo ..... x,j_,, x] [y  0 . . . . .  yj]Br(x) 
j=O 
jc-l~., ~1 fl Bi"J(X'Br(u) y) (fq)[u][Y°u-x ..... YJ] du. 
j=O ul =Pl 
For the "mixed part" we have 
E dijBij(x, Y)=(fq-p)[Xo,...,xic-l,x][yo ..... Yjc-1, y]Biojc( x, Y) 
(i,j)EM 
=(fq)[Xo ..... xic-l, x][Yo .... ,Yj~-I, y]Biojc(X, Y) 
=(~___~)2fl,l_pflol_p2Bioj~(x,Y) (fq)(u,o) _ _ Bioj~(u, v) (u -~) ) ( -v -y )dU do. 
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Grouping our results we get the following integral formula for the error given by (11) 
ic--1 1 f ni'ji(x' Y) ( fq) [x° '""x i l [v l  do 
( fq -p ) (x ,  y)= ~0 ~-~ vt-o: Bj,(v) v -y  
+ jc-lE ~1 fl Bij'j(X'Bij(u) y) (fq)[u][Y°u- x ..... YJ] du 
j=O ul =P~ 
B, ojc(X, Y) (fq)(u, v) -~-(2~)2fu,=plfv,=p2nioJc(U, 1)) (u-x)(v-y)dudv, (12) 
which transforms to (10) when we let all the interpolation points coincide in the origin. Using 
Hermite's integral formula for divided differences, (12) can be rewritten as 
ic--1 
(fq--p)(x, y)= Y'. Bi,j,(x, y)(fq)[Xo,... ,xi l[Y o ..... Yj,-1, Y] 
i=0  
jc--1 
+ E Bij,j(x, Y)( fq)[Xo, '" ,x6-1,  x][Y0 . . . . .  Yj] 
j=0  
+ Biojc(x, Y)(fq)[xo .... ,Xic, x][yo,---,  Y,~, Y]. 
6. The multivariate error formulas for Pad6 approximants: second approach 
Instead of dividing N 2k k I in V, H and M we can also include I in a circumscribing triangle as 
follows. Let 
k o= max ( i+j).  (i,j)El 
This integer indicates the diagonal furthermost from the origin that contains index points from I. 
Then define 
= E duxi/• (13) 
(i,j)~ T~I (i,j)~IM2\T 
Using a multivariate Taylor's formula [6] and knowing that the index set N defining p(x, y) is a 
subset of I and hence of T, (13) can be rewritten as 
10i+j( fq)  (0, O)xiy j
( fq -p ) (x ,  y)= E i ' j '  Ox 7--'y- (i,j)ETNI " " 
kD+ l
+ (k o + 1)! i= i axiy k°+l-i 
Y: dqx*yJ 
(i,j)EN2\I 
E aux'y: + 
T= ((i, j) lO<~i+j<~ko} 
(see Fig. 2). 
We rewrite (9) as 
( fq -p ) (x ,  y)= 
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Fig. 2. 
with (4, ~/) on the line segment joining (0, 0) and (x, y). Sometimes the set T\ I  may be large 
and then this approach involves more partial derivatives of the function (fq)(x, y) than the 
approach of Section 4. Moreover, even if T\ I  is small, its use involves information in undefined 
interpolation points, because the indices in T\ I  lie outside I. The choice of the error formula 
depends on the configuration of the data set 1. 
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